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POINT REYES NATIONAL SEASHORE

Can parks, ranches
really get along?

Pearl Pinson

Search
for teen
called off
in Jenner
Officials still won’t say
what led them to county
after Vallejo abduction
By ROBERT DIGITALE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

JENNER — The whereabouts
of Pearl Pinson remained a mystery Saturday after authorities
called off their search for the
abducted Vallejo teen who was
thought to have been brought to
these rugged wildlands along the
Sonoma County coast.
Sheriff’s divers, canine units
and search and rescue teams
spent two days scouring the
Russian River and a large swath
of hilly terrain southeast of
Jenner. They found no signs of
the 15-year-old, who was taken
Wednesday morning while walking to a school bus stop in Vallejo.
Authorities ended the search
about 3 p.m. Saturday. They
continued to decline to say what
led them to this particular spot
of Sonoma County in search of
Pinson.
TURN TO SEARCH » PAGE A2

Unusual race
tests playbook
for Clinton

PHOTOS BY KENT PORTER / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

FOURTH-GENERATION RANCHER: With Black Mountain rising behind him, Ted McIssac, 65, feeds barley from a local brewery to his Angus cattle March 17 near
Olema. McIssac and 23 ranching families are at odds with environmental groups over the future of livestock pastures at Point Reyes National Seashore.

Fundamental questions linger about livestock on public lands
By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

By AMY CHOZICK
AND ALEXANDER BURNS
NEW YORK TIMES

Democrats could hardly believe their good fortune last
month when it became clear
Hillary Clinton was headed to a
general election showdown with
Donald Trump. Trump carried
so much baggage and had insulted so many voting blocs that
some Clinton supporters began
to imagine a landslide.
But early optimism that this
would be an easy race is evaporating. In the corridors of
Congress, on airplane shuttles
between New York and Washington, at donor gatherings and
on conference calls, anxiety is
spreading through the Democratic Party that Clinton is
struggling to find her footing.
While she enjoys many demographic advantages heading

S

torm clouds shadowed Ted McIsaac
as he shifted his battered 1994 Chevy
pickup into four-wheel drive and
bounced along a muddy track over hills
cloaked in brilliant green grass.
His border collie Rollin trotted alongside
while McIsaac made a morning recon of
his 2,500-acre Point Reyes ranch to scan
the slopes near and far for his 160 head
of pure black cattle. To the west, the dark
spine of Inverness Ridge framed the
horizon, and 2 miles beyond winter surf
pounded a wild coastline.
“You rely on Mother Nature. She rules
your day,” said McIsaac, 65, a lean, sturdy
man with a creased face and square jaw.
A fourth-generation rancher, he’s accustomed to the vagaries of weather, especially spring rains that can make or break a
cattleman.
But a much larger storm now hangs
over the remote Point Reyes peninsula,
where a legal fight triggered by three environmental groups has profoundly unsettled life for McIsaac and 23 other families
who operate ranches on the federally

This story originally
was published in
Sonoma magazine.

ONLINE

CALLS FOR PROTECTION: Wildlife, ranching and federal protected landscapes are
the pillars of a controversy at the Point Reyes National Seashore.
protected landscape.
Theirs is a way of life often as rough
as the relentless waves crashing at the
edges of this timeless headland. And they
believe the future of ranching is at stake
in the 71,000-acre Point Reyes National

■ For more photos
from this story, go to
pressdemocrat.com
■ For more of Sonoma magazine, go to
sonomamag.com

Seashore, where pasture for beef and
dairy cattle exists side by side with wilderness, both shielded from development in a
unique preserve established by the federal
TURN TO RANCHING » PAGE A12

“You can have wild spaces and agriculture side by side.”
LAURA WATT, environmental historian at Sonoma State University

TURN TO CLINTON » PAGE A2

NBA PLAYOFFS » WARRIORS 108, THUNDER 101

WARRIORS
FORCE GAME 7

Warriors steal Oklahoma City’s thunder
By PHIL BARBER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

OKLAHOMA CITY — It took nearly
the entire 48 minutes to accomplish,
but the Warriors finally did what had
seemed impossible. They quieted the
crowd at Chesapeake Energy Arena.
The defending NBA champions
faced down their demons and erased
an 8-point fourth-quarter deficit Sat-
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urday night, stunning a nation of basketball fans and sending the Western
Conference Finals home to Oakland
for a decisive Game 7 on Monday.
To get it done, the Warriors needed
a transcendent night from guard Klay
Thompson, who set an NBA postseason record with 11 made 3-pointers and
scored a career playoff-high 41 points.
Thompson kept his team in the game,
and superstar Stephen Curry finally
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deliver again,
giving Golden
State at least one
more win in their
record-setting
season / C1

joined him with some hot shooting
down the stretch.
It was a breathtaking loss for the
Thunder, who took a commanding
3-1 lead in the series with blowout
wins here in Games 3 and 4.
“Obviously, we have the momentum
now,” Warriors coach Steve Kerr said.
“We’ve won two in a row. ... So we feel
a lot better now than we did a few days
ago. But it doesn’t guarantee anything.”

IMPRESSIONS OF WINEMAKING: Cloverdalebased Sheppard takes an artistic approach to
documenting the bottling process / D1
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